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VOLT-A-MORE

gains power from wasted energy
Let's work together to reduce ISD 191's Carbon Footprint!

The Battle of the Buildings (modeled after the National EPA Contest) is a five week-long energy competition that challenges ISD 191 buildings to reduce energy usage. Reductions will be based on meter readings, to determine week over week improvements. The building with the largest % in reductions will receive a fabulous prize (TBD).

For more information visit www.isd191.org and search “Battle of the Buildings.” Questions please contact jharris@burnsville.k12.mn.us
LET'S ALL DO
OUR PART TO
SAVE ENERGY!
BE ON GUARD!

WE NEED TO BE STRONG AGAINST VOLT-A-MORE!
WE GOT THE POWER!
PRIDEMAN CHALLENGES VOLT-A-MORE
Impacts:

- Approximately 9% saved in energy use district-wide
  - 432 Metric Tons of CO2 diverted
  - Electric Reductions - Total: 154,402 kWh
  - Gas Reductions - Total: 61,465 therms
- Over $55,000 in avoided energy costs over one year
433 students were involved in the production of Sioux Trail Student Council’s weekly “energy alert” videos.
So, The next time you leave your lights on…. 

BEWARE OF 

VOLT-A-MORE!